Binding of C-reactive protein to human lymphocytes. II. Interaction with a subset of cells bearing the Fc receptor.
In the preceding paper we reported that C-reactive protein (CRP) in the presence of a multimeric binding specificity such as C-polysaccharide (CPS) binds to a small percentage of peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL). In the present paper additional methods for demonstrating this binding were developed and utilized to help characterize the CRP-binding cell. Heat-modified CRP and E-CPS-CRP each were found to bind to a similar percentage of PBL by microscopic visualization, and an identical degree of binding was observed by cytofluorimetric analysis. Multiple marker studies indicated that CRP-binding cells are found in the T cell, B cell, and null cell categories in a ratio of 2:1:1, respectively. Preferential overlap was seen with IgG FcR-bearing cells, which accounted for 70% of the CRP-binding cells; however, only 12% of the FcR cells bound CRP. These studies indicate that CRP-binding cells predominantly represent a subset of cells bearing FcR, and these cells have the morphologic characteristics of large granular lymphocytes. CRP in the presence of CPS bound to cells of multiple human and murine cultured lines shown to have IgG FcR reactivity, but showed lesser or no binding to cell lines negative for FcR. The precise morphologic and functional characterization of the CRP-binding cells and the nature of the binding site are yet to be established.